Valid cueing has been shown to accelerate target identification and improve decision accuracy. However, the precise nature and extent to which biasing influences the successive stages of target processing remain unclear. The present event-related potential (ERP) study used a "hybrid" task that combined features of standard cued-attention and task-switching paradigms in order to explore the effects of expectation on both identification and categorization of centrally presented stimuli. Subjects made semantic judgments (living/nonliving) on word targets ("bunny"), and perceptual judgments (right/left) on arrow targets ("< < < < <"). Target expectancy was manipulated using cues that were valid (60 percent of trials), invalid (10 percent), or neutral (30 percent). Invalidly cued targets required task-set switching before categorization could commence, and resulted in RT costs relative to validly or neutrally cued targets. Additional benefits from valid-cueing were only observed for word targets. Invalid cueing of both arrow and word targets modulated early posterior visual potentials (P1/N1) and elicited a subsequent anterior P3a (270 ms). The temporal relationship of these effects suggests that the P3a indexed domain-general task-set switching processes recruited in response to the detection of unexpected perceptual information. Subsequent to the P3a and immediately preceding the behavioral response, validly cued targets elicited enhanced stimulus-specific waveforms (arrows: parietal positivity [P290], words: inferior temporal negativity [late ITN: 400-600 ms]). The degree of neural enhancement relative to the invalid and neutral conditions mirrored the magnitude of corresponding RT benefits, suggesting that these waveforms indexed categorization, decision processes or both. Together, these results suggest that valid cueing increases the neural efficiency of initial stimulus identification, facilitating transmission of information to subsequent categorization stages, where increased neural activity leads to behavioral benefits.
Introduction
Cueing tasks have often been used to study how expectancy and the violation of expectancy affect a variety of behavioral and neural measures (Downing, 1988; Hawkins, Shafto, & Richardson, 1988; Henderson, 1991; Miniussi, Marzi, & Nobre, 2005; Pestilli & Carrasco, 2005; Posner, 1980; Posner, Synder, & Davidson, 1990) . For example, preparatory top-down orienting of attention to either the spatial location or physical properties (i.e., color, shape, or motion) of a visual stimulus has been shown to accelerate detection and categorization of the stimu-lus when it is presented (Carrasco & McElress, 2001; Corbetta, Miezin, Dormeyer, Shulman, & Peterson, 1990; Mangun & Luck, 1998; Posner, 1980) . These differences have been associated with changes in the magnitude of neural activity in brain regions that process information related to the selected location or attribute. Most event-related potential (ERPs) studies have found that activity in early perceptual processing regions (100-200 ms) is enhanced when the stimulus is expected compared to when it is unexpected (e.g., Mangun & Hillyard, 1991; Luck et al., 1994; Soldan, Mangels, & Cooper, 2006 for a similar effect in repetition priming). Yet, numerous studies find that greater congruency between a concept and its preceding semantic context decreases the amplitude of the N400 component, findings taken to indicate that semantic expectancy reduces neural demands on retrieval of stored conceptual knowledge (e.g., Kutas & Federmeier, 2000) . Taken together, these results suggest
